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Bills offer hope for affordable housing
By Keoni Williams

our land and fighting to
acres triggers the requireprotect it do not need to
ment for commission apbe mutually exclusive puram a millennial who has lived in
proval. These bills would
the same rental unit in Honolulu
increase the threshold to
suits.
since fifth grade. It is increasingly
Responsible develop25 acres or more, and audifficult for local people my age to
ment is a space where
thorize state or county deimagine owning a home in Hawaii. To both causes can converge.
partments to petition the
increase our chances, we just need to These housing bills authoappropriate county land
invest in infrastructure and speed up rize issuance of $200 miluse decision-making auKeoni Williams, of
development of affordable housing — lion in general obligation
thority, rather than the
Makiki, is former
but it’s never that simple.
bonds, with proceeds to
Land Use Commission.
director of the
Two of the eight bills in the 2020
be used for housing on
A component that gets
Pacific Forum
joint legislative package, Senate Bill
lands near the University
to the core of our generaYoung Leaders
3104 and companion House Bill 2542, of Hawaii West Oahu camtion’s dilemma is the creProgram.
demonstrate that there is political
pus. This concentrates
ation of 99-year leases to
will for developing more affordable
high-density growth along
develop multi-unit dwellhousing, but support among the next the rail line, away from lands we fight ings on state land. The success of Singeneration seems to be lacking. One
to protect.
gapore’s public housing model has
reason could be because we are stuck
They also authorize $75 million in
ignited robust discussion among leadreckoning between our stigma of degeneral obligation bonds for housing ers in our state, and a hybrid version
infrastructure on neighbor islands — with Hawaii characteristics could be
velopment and our need for affordan investment that could ensure
able housing.
a worthwhile endeavor. But is the
young neighbor island residents stay generation that would receive keys to
Development has become a dirty
rooted in communities where they
word, especially among the youth of
these units in support of building
draw their identity and purpose.
Hawaii. Climate change is acceleratthem?
With strong support from Gov. Daing and bringing irreversible changes
THE OMNIBUS housing bills contain vid Ige, the 2020 joint legislative packto our environment. Income inequalmany other components that may not age — the first since 2004 — seems to
ity in the United States has reached
fall as clearly within the realm of relevels last seen in the years just behave a high potential for success. But
fore the Great Depression. It’s no
sponsible development. Instances
even if these measures are successwonder why “development” leaves a where opinions diverge are opportuni- fully passed, a greater challenge will
bad taste in our mouth.
ties for our policymakers to listen
remain: convincing young Hawaii resiWhen leaders propose more invest- carefully and decide what is best.
dents that love of the land and supment in infrastructure and expedited
Updating the state Land Use Comport for responsible development can
regulatory processes, our initial reac- mission district boundary amendbe mutually reinforcing causes.
tion is to stand in opposition. But by
ment process is one instance. Under
It will be up to our generation to
mobilize both forces as we chart a
doing so, we decrease our chances of existing law, any district boundary
becoming homeowners. Developing
amendment that involves 15 or more path forward.
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epublicans have
long, disreputabl
history of conflat
any attempt to improve
American lives with the
of “socialism.” When Me
care was first proposed
Ronald Reagan called it
cialized medicine,” and
declared that it would d
stroy our freedom. Thes
days, if you call for som
thing like universal chil
care, conservatives acc
you of wanting to turn A
ica into the Soviet Union
It’s a smarmy, dishon
political strategy, but it’
hard to deny that it has
sometimes been effectiv
And now the front-runn
for the Democratic pres
tial nomination — not a
overwhelming front-run
but clearly the person m
likely at the moment to
come out on top — is so
one who plays right into
that strategy, by declari
that he is indeed a socia
The thing is, Bernie Sa
ers isn’t actually a socia
any normal sense of the
term. He doesn’t want to
tionalize our major indu
tries and replace market
with central planning; he
expressed admiration, n
for Venezuela, but for De
mark. He’s basically wha
ropeans would call a soc
democrat — and social
mocracies like Denmark
in fact, quite nice places
live, with societies that a
anything, freer than our
So why does Sanders
himself a socialist? I’d s
that it’s mainly about pe
sonal branding, with a d
of glee at shocking the b
geoisie. And this self-ind
gence did no harm as lo
STAR-ADVERTISER / 2018
as he was just a senator
Puuwai Momi, a 260-unit state-owned affordable housing complex near Aloha Stadium, was proposed for
from a very liberal state
redevelopment with 600 to 1,200 homes as part of transit-oriented development that would increase afBut if Sanders becom
fordable housing near the rail line.
the Democratic preside
nominee, his misleading
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